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Rhyming is something that most children at one ti_me of
their development are fascinated by. lVhat I have in mind are
rhl¡mes like "Humpty.Dumpty sat on the wal].

Humpty Dunpty .hrd . great f all. 
.

All the king's horses,
AII the king-s men

couldn-t put Humpty together again,'.
Learnt conventional rhyrnes like t.hese are not the only

kind that children use and enjoy. They also seem to take ad-
vantage of the discovery that they can produce an unlimited
number ôf rhl¡mes of their own ínvention, an ability.they make
frequent use of in games, dialogues, teasing etc.

Language dj-sturbed chlldren, on the other hand, are re-
markably insensitive to rhymes, This is a fact f have often
observed when worklng as a speech pathol-ogist with such child-
ren. In a nursery rhyme or rhymed story, normal children easi-
Iy fill in the left out rhyming h¡ords while languaoe disturb-
ed children have difficulties j.n doi.rçr so, even if they are fa-
mifiar with the story and it has been read to them several
times. If they suggest a word., it is in most cases more or
less .ap¡x'opriate in the semantic context but it is most likely
not a rh)rming word. Why then is rhl4f¡g diffi_cult for these
chil-dren? What is it that they cannot do?

llhat we do in rhyming is to separate the prevocalj-c e1e-
ment(s) of the stressed syl1ab1e from the rest of the syllable
or the rvord and to use krhat is left of the syllable or the
word as a model when producj.ng new rhymes. To do this requires
- abilíty to segment within the syllabIe, to segmen.t phonem-
ically,
- ability to identify segments as vowel_s and. consonants, in
order to be able to make the del-imitations in the correct
places,
-ability to identify the stressed syllable,
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- knowledge of the segmental order in the sequence.

It has been suggested by ¡{oskowitz (l-971) and lfaterson
(1971) among others, that children early in language acquisi-
tion use the syllable or a larger unit like the word as their
basic phonological unit. Data suggest that this may be the
case for at least some language disturbed children as vrell. ênd

that the disability in rhyming found in these children may

correlate with their prolonged use of the syllable. They would
thus not be able to participate successfully in an activity
like rhyming which requíres an ability to segment v¡ithin the
syl1able.

Some support for this is given by Savin (1972) who claims
that children, "normal middle-class children", do not learn to
segment phonemicatly until after the age of five. By the age

of five, most children have acquired the main part of the pho-
nological rules of the fanguage as evidenced by their speech

rvhich is by then easily intelligib1e. Five-year-o1d lanquage
delayed children do not have the same control of the phonolo-
gica]- rules. This leads to the question whether there is a

corrtjl-ation between rhyming and level of phonologicaÌ develop-
ment.

Some of the forms produced by language disturbed children
differ from the normal forms, I^¡hen this is the case, on which
forms do the children make their rhyming operations, on their
own produced forms or on the normal forms?

Subj ects
' The subjects are 28 children, aged 3;9 to 6;6 years, with

the di.agnosis retardatio loquendí idiopathica. The diagnosis
means, among other things, that there j-s no easily identified
etiology for the disorder, that psycho-motor and social deve-
lopment is roughly normaf, and that there is no diagnosed neu-
rological dysfunctions, Hearing is normal as shown by tone
audiometry. In this group, T have studied the children-s
speech production, their abj-lity to make auditive discrimina-
tion in their own and in other people-s speech as well as
their performance on a rhymlng task.
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Procedure
Eight sets of pictures with three pictures .in each were

used (see table 1) . Two of the pictures in each triplet repre-
sent hrords that rhyme, and the third is used as a distractor.
The distractors consist of words which have the same prevoca-
Iic and sometimes the same vocalic segments as one of the rhy-
ming words, or which have a strong semantic association with
one of the rhymes, as in the triplet'gran-kran-bada (fir-tap-
bathe) .

Tabfe I. Test materiaf
åtta råtta äta (eight rat eat) pil bi1 boll (arrow car ball)
hår får fot (Lrair gheep foot) kran gran bada (tap fir lnthe)
såg tåg tår (sav¡ train toes) k-locka docka flicka (watch dolt girl)
so1 stol skor (sr¡n cl¡air slþes) hatt katt kam (hat cat comb)

The principle of rhyrning was demonstrated to the children.
Those, who did not seem to understand the meaning of the word

"rhyme", \¡/ere told that their task rras to select the two pic-
tures out of three that "sound alike at the end". The test tri-
plets v¿ere then introduced in colwersation. I named the pic-
tures and tried to discourage the children from naming or re-
peating the words. They were then asked to respond by select-
ing what they thought were the two rhyming pictures in each of
the eight triplets.

Pretesting
Before starting the main study, T tried out the test ma-

terial- on four children with normal speech, aged four to six
years, in order tô ensure that children of tÌ.ris acle couid per-
form the kind of task required. None of the four children had

difficul-ties in understanding the task and they picked out the
rhyme pairs without any hesitation. Some of them also produced
new rhymes spontaneously, rhymes both with and without a se-
mantic content.

Results and discussion
If the chiLdren had merely made chance choices, the ex-

pected distribution of correct answers per individual woul-d

have been as shov¡n in fig.l. One child woufd have made no cor-
rect answers, four children would have made one correct answer,
eight children t\"ro correct ansr^rers etc. The distribution of
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the children's correct choices obser(/ed in this study differs
markedly from the expected distribution as can be seen in fig.
l. The children who made six or more correct answers have ap-
parently used a rhyming strategy, since no child making ex-
clusively chance choices v/as expected to make more than five
sub
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Fig.l. Expccted distribution of random choices (vùite column) and
distr:ibution of actual choices (filÌed column).

correct answers. It is however a matter for discussion which
criterion ought to be used to categorize a child as a rhymer.
It a criterion of flve correct choices is used, this rvould be
equivalent to a chance level of l0 percent and thus allow a

certain amount of uncertainty. Ten children are classed as good
rhymers 1f a criterion of six or more correct answers is used
and fifteen if the criterion is five or more correct answers.

Rhyming and level of_phonological developncnt
My next question is concerned with the relationsllip bet-

ween rhyming and leveÌ of phonological dcvelopment. phonologl-
cal developmental- level or in this case rather clegrec of devi-
ancef was assessed in the following vúay. À ratrng system with
numerical values was used. The children-s speech production was
analysed in terms of Ìinguistic simplification. Each process
was assigned a numerical value in relation to its propagation
in the system, to the number of possible contexts where it is
actuaÌly applied and to the frequency of application inpossible
contexts for each child. processes fequently used early in
chi.ldren-s language acquisition were assigned a Ìow figure and
processes prevalent later in development were assigned a high
f.igure. This gives a system where each child's dogree of devi-
ance is lndicated by a figure, These values must ìrowever be
treated with cautlon since they are based on ratings and they
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are employed here not as an exact measure of deviance but only
as a rough estj-mate of the phonoì.ogical level.

I.í9.2. shows the relation bethreen rhyming and degree of
phonological deviance. As can be seen, the range of variation
is considerable. Some children with a high degree of devianee
can rhyme and some with a nearly normaf speech can not. The
correlation for the whole group is -0.3I

choices

phonoloo ica I
dev iance

0 t0 20 30 40 50 60 -1 0 80 90 100
Fí9.2. Relation betv¡een rhyming choices and phonological devi-

ance.
In the rhyming group, where the crlterion is either five

or six correct choices, the tendency is toward a neqative cor-
relation, -0.60 for the group with six or more correct choices
The tendency is that the good rhymers have a lower degree of
deviance or a more normal speech than the poor rhyners.

Tn the non-rhyming group, there is no such relation as the
correfation is -0.01 for the group with five or less correct
choices. Several hypotheses are possible. The non-rhyming qroup
consists of children who are not able to rhyme, or of chil-dren
who are not able to handle rhyming tasks of this particular
kind or of a combination of both.

In order to test this, some of the children were excluded
from the non-rhyming group, namely those children whose degree
of phonological deviance was the same or lower than the mean
value for the rhyming group. Even so, the correlation was_0.20,
A possible interpretation ls thät there is more variation in
phonological development in the non-rhyming group than in the
rhyming group.

These results are in agreement with other findings. Stu_
dies dealing with phonetic segmentation and early reading ac-
qulsition indicate that all normally speaking children are not
able to segment phonemically or to rhyme (Liberman et a:.s,1977,
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Savin, L972). On the other hand, normal speech is not necessary
for an understanding of the rhyming principle (Curtiss,1977).

Error anal¡sis_and_representatiogal form
lfhen the children did not choose the two rhyming words as

a pair, were thej-r choices totally random or v¡ere they made

according to some other principle?
One of the original hypotheses ltas that language disturb-

ed children make semantic choices. lt appeared, however' that
this was hard to test. The children rarely chose pairs which
have an obvious semantic association by adult standards, but
it can not be excluded that some of their choices v¡ere made on
semantic grounds nevertheless. Slnce they were not asked to
motivate thelr choices, it is difficult to decide whether a

semantic strategy was used or not.
In thej-r erroneous choices some children prefer pairs

that have identical initial consonants. l4ore chil-dren choose
for-får as a pair than fot-hår, tår-tåg is a rnore likely cholce

than tår-såg. This tendency is even stronger, if Ít is assumed

that the children compared their own produced.forms .and not
the normal forms that they heard. One boy-s performance may fl-
lustrate this. He made no correct rhyming choíces and.in three-
cases he indicated all words in the triplets as rhymes. On the
other hand, if his results_'are analysed v¡ith the assumptlon
that he made his choices en the basis of identicaL initial con-
sonants in his produced forms, this accounts for six of his
cholces. Furthermore, in one case, he: said that all the words
¡rere different, which they were in his production.

Can children who choose s¡ords s¡ith ídentical initial con-
sonants segment within the syllable? One possibility is that
they compare syllables as wholes and that the initial resemb-
lance ís sufficj-enÈ for their decision which might then be

based on similarity of syllables and not on identity of parts
of sy1lables. Another possibllity is that they are able to seg-
ment .within the syllable but have insufficient knowledge of ttrc
order in the sequence.

Choices based on identical inítial consonants result in a

rhyming pai.r of words even if it is not the kind of rhyme that
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the children in thÍs study vrere instructed to make. The chj-ld-
ren in this case made alliteration instead of end or full
rhymes. Historically, alliteration is an older kind of rh)¡me

and one of the kinds that occur in ol"d Icelandic poetry as in
the Poetic Edda (Oldberg, 1945, Hallberg, I97O). End rhymes

did not appear until later and it has been suggested that they
originate from the older kind of rhymes such as alliteration-
The same kind of development may be hypothesized for children,
so that alliteratj-on is mastered before end rhyrnes. This hypo-

thetical ordering is supported by the observatíon that alLite-
ration choices were more frequent among the goôd rhymers than
in the non end rhyming group implying that children first ac-
quire an ability to segment within the syllable and only later
become aware of the sequential ordering.

In concufsion it can be said that children who are abl-e

to rhyme have a lower degree of phonological deviation or a

more normal speech. But rhyming is also possible for individu-
als !'rith deviant speech production. A more normal speech, a

better knowledge of the phonological rules of the language,
does not necessarily j.nvolve an ability to rhyme, to segment

phonemically. Something else and more is needed than the con-
trol of phonoJ.ogical rules as it is shown by speech produc-
tion. One possibility is that rhyming has a closer connection
with perceptuaJ- than with productive abil-ity and that percep-
tual competence is more developed in the deviant speakers who

rhyme than in those who do not. An alternative explanation is
that rhyming has to do with such vaguely defined notions as

Iinguistic ah/areness or metal-inguistic ability and if so the
control of phonological rules in perception and productíon is

of minor interest.
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